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Background: Thallium-201 (TI-201) imaging and detection of ischemic heart disease requires a protocol sequence of stress, isotope injection, stress imaging followed by redistribution imaging. In the United States this erroneously became known as stress-rest imaging. The introduction of Tc-99m isotopes in the late 1980s was followed by the misperception that these isotopes do not redistribute and subsequently require two doses of radioactive isotope, one given at rest and the other at stress. Our work and the work of others has clearly demonstrated that these isotopes do in fact redistribute and that like TI-201, only a single dose of isotope should be given, followed by stress-redistribution imaging.

Methods: Almost 300 participants from seven centers throughout the U.S. and South Korea have been studied to determine if the Tc-99m isotopes, sestamibi and myoview, redistribute over time following stress. SPECT cameras were used to quantify isotope changes immediately following stress and again after adequate time has been allowed to provide for a 10% decay of the isotope. Quantitative analysis of these results were compared to angiographic findings.

Results: Two principle redistribution patterns evolved. The more commonly recognized phenomena of “washout” demonstrated a diminution in myocardial retention of both isotopes over time than would be expected had the isotopes followed a model of uptake-retention, which was popularized in the 1990’s. The second pattern, demonstrated the opposite relationship, viz. “wash-in.” This previously unappreciated delay in tracer uptake accounts for much of the 35-40% error rate seen in rest-stress imaging and was seen in “critically” narrowed arteries and in arteries with “vulnerable inflammatory plaque.” This quantitative two phenomena model of tracer redistribution of wash-in and washout (FHRWW©) follows a parabolic relationship with quantified coronary lumen disease which provides an accurate measurement of ischemic heart disease, thereby replacing the prior erroneous model of rest-stress imaging which at best detected only 65% of disease and could not accurately detect of the target artery.

Conclusion: FHRWW© quantitative measurement of Tc-99m isotope redistribution provides a quantitative method for detecting ischemic heart disease, using the redistribution properties of these isotopes; replacing the prior erroneous model of rest-stress imaging with multiple injections of isotope, which by its very nature was unable to detect this redistribution phenomena.
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